LENIN,   TROTSKY   AND   GORKY
I asked him next whether he thought it possible to
establish Communism firmly and fully in a country
containing such a large majority of peasants. He ad-
mitted that it was difficult, and laughed over the
exchange the peasant is compelled to make, of food for
paper; the worthlessness of Russian paper struck him
as comic. But he said—what is no doubt true—that
things will right themselves when there are goods to
offer to the peasant. For this he looks partly to electri-
fication in industry, which, he says, is a technical
necessity in Russia, but will take ten years to complete.*
He spoke with enthusiasm, as they all do, of the great
scheme for generating electrical power by means of
peat. Of course he looks to the raising of the blockade
as the only radical cure; but he was not very hopeful
of this being achieved thoroughly or permanently
except through revolutions in other countries. Peace
between Bolshevik Russia and capitalist countries, he
said, must always be insecure; the Entente might be
led by weariness and mutual dissensions to conclude
peace, but he felt convinced that the peace would be of
brief duration. I found in him, as in almost all leading
1 Electrification is desired not merely for reorganizing industry,
but in order to industrialize agriculture* In Theses presented to the
Second Congress of the Communist International (an instructive little
book, which I shall quote as Theses)* it is said in an article on the
Agrarian question that Socialism will not be secure till industry is
reorganized on a new basis with "general application of electric
energy in all branches of agriculture and rural economy," which
"alone can give to the towns the possibility of offering to back-
ward rural districts a technical and social aid capable of deter-
mining an extraordinary increase of productivity of agricultural
and rural labour, and of engaging the small cultivators, in their
own interest, to pass progressively to a coilectivist mechanical
cultivation" (p. 36 of French edition).
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